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14 Facts That Prove Anti-Vaxxers are Amongst the Greatest Thinkers of our Time 

 

“If there is something in our world that is required to be undone, get the anti-vaxxers to do it,” is 

a quote that I invented because that’s just how powerful anti-vaxxers are! Time and time again, 

anti-vaxxers have proven that they deserve to be adorned in the same Hall of Fame where great 

thinkers like Donald Trump and Doug Ford reside! 

 So here are 14 reasons my fellow anti-vaxxers, and I, are smarter than all the normal people 

of the world: 

 

1. We brought attention to the fact that vaccinations cause autism. In fact, the research was 

so strong that the doctor who hypothesized this can no longer practice medicine.  

2. We’ve made it into “WHO’s 10 Threats to Global Health in 2019” list. We are ecstatic on 

finally being given a voice on a global platform. To be very honest, it wouldn’t have 

happened without all the dedicated anti-vaxxers of the world—at least the ones who are 

still alive.  

3. I know what you’re thinking: the measles outbreak. I mean, we are so powerful as a group 

that we’ve brought back a dead disease. But if you really think about it, measles is nothing 

compared to the real horrors involved in getting vaccinated: needles.  

4. We believe in the power of nature. The biggest preventative medicine is actually evolution. 

The Wooly Mammoths knew it. As did the generation that died of the plague.    
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5.  By encouraging people to not get vaccinated, we serve the community by providing the 

gift of disease. You won’t know anything about your immune system if you keep coddling 

it, silly! 

6. The church trusts us to support God’s will. Yes, mumps is painful but you know what’s 

more painful? Knowing that God wanted you to become all swollen and sterile, and yet 

you interfered with God’s plan.  

7. In the anti-vaxxers community, we’re all doctors. Our knowledge is of the ancestors; it 

surpasses modern medicine. Just the other day, my friend got a severe rash and I asked her 

to apply some honey on it, to burn all her clothes, and then bathe in holy water. Lo and 

behold, after just one day at the hospital, she made a complete recovery. 

8. All medicine is just poison being sold for a profit. Anti-vaxxers know it and that’s why 

people fear us. Yes, the science guys may be close to curing cancer but you know what 

caused cancer? Ask the guy who conducted the autism research. 

9. Anti-vaxxers know the cure to all ailments: Healing Crystals. It’s tried, tested and 

occasionally failed—but the purple crystal just looks so pretty when you’re dying of the 

flu. Aesthetics trump scientific mumbo jumbo, everyone knows that!   

10. Our core principles are egalitarian and we are dedicated to human rights. We believe in 

people earning their right to be alive. Some people are just meant to die—deal with it like 

a logical person.  

11. Even though our parents forced us to get vaccinated because they are so ancient, we will 

never do the same to our children. Anti-vaxxers strengthen their immunity by embracing 

all kinds of dangers. That’s just how we roll. We eat kale and then just smoke like a 
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chimney—and we’re okay. We inhale some of that rose-hipster-jasmine-cactus oil and then 

eat asbestos for breakfast. We’re doing just fine. 

12. Out of our many contributions, we also are dedicated to the field of arts. There is nothing 

chicer and more interesting than someone dying of Rubella. You wouldn’t have Love in 

the Time of Cholera without this stuff.  

13. In all, anti-vaxxers are a dedicated group of people. Just yesterday, my friend discovered 

her son has polio. We celebrate that kid’s martyr to our cause because we see the big 

picture—saving the world from Big Pharma. We are condemned, yet we take the suffering 

of the world upon ourselves. In some cases, we create the suffering when necessary. Anti-

vaxxers are basically like Jesus if you think about it. 

14. You know what’s worse than having a disease? Being a wimp. So stop being a fragile little 

baby, and just die, if that’s what it takes. Thanks.  

 


